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,The issdof4arental Control

, Since the. 1960s, attitudes toWarcrublic schooling have changed. 4

long-standing loyalty' to the ideology and'institution,of the "CoMMon'schoOl"
-

is on-the Wane: COUst4Lencies once unified in their :support of pUhlic schoOls

have, become' fragmented. And public education, traditionally viewed as a

public good, is increasingly perceived as- d consumer good to be:purchased 'in:

the Marset:
1

In the past parents have tended to accept most of -the. decisions'

inacteily school board.- methbertandadMinistratOrs and would appeal to or place

pressdrelin Persons who -were,poiitically accountable if problems' arose.

During the last decade,- however, unequivocal accePtanCe-ofprofessional jUdg7

_meets ha7s declined. and d_general faith in the saiutary.prospects. of politi-c
--tai -CIOUntAfilitr'heiO4ed%

To-remedy the conditions which Are thought to cause the IroWing unrest

about-public schooling, critics have adw ..ced*proposals to make schools more

directly accountable to parentt by creating markets in schooling which-would .

allow for i'reater parental choice among School sites and prograMS and would

enhance parental influence on- 'educationalpolicies and-praCtices in the

schools their children attend. Although. advocates of, greater parental con-
.

tro1 assume that levels Of dissatisfaction with public schools are suffi-,
.

ciently high to, warrant major reforms of school governance, our empirical

base of knowledge concerning the Varietiet of preferences parents might pursue"'

and the degrees of control differing groups of parents-might exercise is so

iOade9uate'that most critics can only-speculate on the likely outcomes of

reform. This study of parents andChildren in today's public schools, 'which

4._ examines aspects of parental prefereficet, choices, and-infludnee, can help

us understand parental control in the present system and has imiAlcatiOna

for the schools of the-future whether or not their governance becomes more

highly decentralized and Client-controlled.

1
.See David B. TyaCk, Michael W. Kirst, and Elizabeth Hansot,

"Educational Reform: Retrospect and Prospect," Teachere.College.Record 81
(Spring 1980):253-55.
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The ,Eroding :Consensus Ot
4-

,

The growing issue-of parental; contr-Oi'f rooted in three conditions

-which have developed in the-last decade or two. The- first is a shift in public

values away from social intervention to achieve equity and justice, through

institutions such as the school, tOwircLa resurgent pluralism, if not radi-

cal which -stresses libertarian nterests.
1

The second condi-

tiom is a fruttration with public bureaucracies and the sense that public'sdhottli.

operate as monopolies, impervious to.the demands of their clQients.2 'Proponents

Of,alternativet to current patterns of finande and governance, such as voucher

plant and- tuition tax credits, argue that greater options- for parental'chOice

will meet the libertarian quest for individual determination and will render

school .officials more sensitive to.paretital interests -because, in a market

setting, an unresponsive 'Iministrator might lose 1)40ineSS to competing

schools. The third condition Arises, from the fitcal austerity of the times.

Tax payers have refused to support rising expenditures in many public school

districts, in part, because it has not been demonstrated that more dollars

produce better outcomes. Advocates of parental choice argue that a competi-
,

tive market in schooling would force schools to be more cost-conscious and

efficient in their allocation of resources.
3

It is.interesting to note that

the intellectual rationales for changes in the organization of schools in

the United States revive many, aspects of the classical economic debate over

public and private funding for British education in the eighteenth and

teenth.centuries.

The State of Scholarship

Although the issues surrounding parental control of education have

garnered considerable, scholarly attention of late, much of the discussion his

1
William Greenbaum, "Amerlca,in Search Of a New Ideal': An Essay on the

Rise of Pluralism,"- Harvard Educational Review 44 (August '1970:411-40.
. ....

2
Jacob B. 'Michaelson, A Theory of. Decision- Making in the Public Schools:

A:Public Choice Approach (Stanford::Ilistitute for Research on the Finance and
GoVernance of Education, School of-Education, Stanford University, 1980).

3Tyll van Geel,\'"Parental:Preferences and-the Politics of Spending
Public Educational Funds," Teachers College Record 79 (February 1978):339 -63'.

4
See

I

. E.G. West, '

\Private vs. Public Education: A Classical Economic
-Dispute," Journal-.of Political Economy 72 (October 1960:465-75.'

..t



taken place in a void of empirical data on he Nature and distribution of-
,-

schooling preferences among different,populations of parents and the means

which parents may and do employ to influencitheir children's schooling,
v. V

especially within the public system. Beypnd the anl.,q1 polls of public

4

.attitudes, which tend to aggregate parental preferences with those of a

generally larger proportion ofnon-pargnts, and case studies of schooling

eXpectations and satisfaction among *eras in individual school districts,

we know little about parental preferences for cu i-ula and instructional

feature,s in the classroom. Although we understand the relationship between
\

---si-e-sideii:tial-location 'aad school attendance boundaries, we have virtually no

jnfcrthation concerning the extent to which parents select schools byeciding

where the family will- reside. And after a couple decades of attention to

voting patterns and individual exertion of influence on school boards and

central office adthinistrators,
9
we have feW assessments of the manner in which

- -

parents may attempt to monitor and affect the conditions in their children's

. classrooms through interactions, with teachers.

Conceptual Framework for the Study

In. this research I developed a conceptual framework for studying
.

parental control in the public schools by drawing on theoretical formulations

in social psychology and economics. The framewdrk is based on two pretiSes:

(1) that1Parental control behavior depends on parental dispositions toward

schooling in their children's_ lives; and (2) that parental dispositions are

-,the product of parents' socioeconomic background and the academic abilities

of their children. Each of the threeecomponents in this conceptual model has

two elements; the background factors which are expected to predict parental
. /.

dispositions are composed of characteristics of parents and children; the '

dispositional attributes of parents. include both a general value which parents

assign to schooling and 'parental preferences for particular features of schools

1
for example, Stanley M. Elam, A Decade of Gallup Polls of Atti7

tudes toward Education, 1969-1978 (BlOamington, Ind.: Phi Delta Kappa, 1978).;
and R. Jean Hill, "The Relationship between the Educational Expectations of
SoCial Class Groups, and the Role ,Expectations within the Public High School'."
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1961).

2
See L. Harmon Zeigler and M. Kent Jennings, Governing American Schools:

Political Interaction in Local School:Districts (North Scituate,- Mass.: Duxbury
Press-, 1974)2.
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and cassrooms; and the control behavior of parents subsumes theif'efforts

to select schooling according'to some set of personal specifications and their

exertion of influence on the provision of schooling in the schools and class-

rooms where their children. aria enrolled:.

.

t.

Sadie] Psychological Cc:incepts

and Parehtal.Control

The linkages among the three sets of factors outlined above are pre-.

dicted, in part, because dif-erences in socioecomalic,characteristics among

households may distinguish heir psychological orientations toward future time

toward a-sense-of personal,efficacy in the decisi6ns_and actions they take.

The work of Davis,'HaVielutst, Schneider, and Lysgaard, ameng'Lthers, suggestS

that'socioeconomic position may determine patental_predisposit,ions. toward_

impulse-following" versus deferred gratification.) According
0

tofindings

*which are common in the- "time-horizon" literature, paretits in lower-class

groups tend to exhibit. ". . . relative readiness to engage in physical vio-
it."

lce, free sexual expression,
. . . minimum pursuit of education, low aspi-

ration level, . . . .and short time dependence. . . 2' while middle-class

parents tend to feel that they "should save, postpone, and renounce a variety

of gra6ifications. 112-
Differences in future-time orientations may affect

parental'dispositions and behavior related to their Children's schooling in
.

the following manner. Parenti of higher socioeconomic status who are future-
.

oriented may assign a_higher Value-to their children's future schooling than

parents of lower socioeconomic status; such parents may also invdlve themselves

more ofteciin selecting Schools and interacting with teachers on the assump-

tion thai such activities will increase the likelihood of their children's

future educational success.

A second conceptual development in social psychologY"-Kohn's work on
3

social class and personal effidacy --suggests that parental social class

Allison Davis and Robert J. Havighurst, "Social Class and Color Differ-
ences in Child-Rearing," American Sociological Review 11 (December 1946):69,8-710;
Louis Schneider and Sverre Lysgaard, "The Deferred Gratification Patterns: A
Preliminary Study," American Sociological Review 18 (April 1953):147-49.

2
Sverre Lysgaard, "Social Stratification and theoDeferred Pattern,"

Proceedings, World Congress of. Sociology, Liege: International Sociological
Association, 1953,T. 142 (authOr's emphasis).

3
Melvin L. Kohn, Class and_Conformity: A Study in Values, 2nd ed.

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977).
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background may relate to parental preferences for characteristics of their

children'sinstruction , well as parental control behavior. Kohn postulated.

thai higher educational attainment leads to greater iAltellectual flexibility,

analytic ability, and broader perspective, and - concluded that "the essence

Of higher class positioh /higher educational attainment and higher occupational

positiog is the expectation that one's decisions_and actions can-be cOnsequen-

tial;the essence of lower class position is the belief that one is at the

1,:qrcy of forceS and people beyond one's control, beyond

As a result, Kohn found .that lower -class parents tended

tf- external authority while middle-class patents tended

one's understanding -."1

to value conformity

to value the exercise

of self-direction. From these' elements in Kohn's work, I ,drew the following

hypothesesLfor the study of parental control in public education: given a

relationship_between educational ,attairment and intellectual flexibility, more

highly_educated.parents_will_prefer_greater curricular variety in their

childiehls school: programs more Often than less well echicatedparents, including,

for example, aesthetic pursuits and the early introduction of Aanced scienti-

fic and MatheMatiCal topics; parents of higher socioeconomic status who are

More-Self-directed due to their own educational experiences and occupational:

conditions will prefer- that their children's instruction be organized around

the individual child-and that children be encouraged to participate in deci-

Sions abou the substance of learning and the manner in which it is pursued;-

Sand more ighly educated and occupationally self-directed parents will tend

toMake informed choices of their children's-schools and will maintain con-
.

tactwith teachers, -expecting that their decisions and actions will be .cohse-

quential.

The Economic Theory of Human Capital
and Parental Control

Social psychological concepts of future-time orientation and personal

efficacy underlie my predictions relating the socioeconomic characteristics

of parents to their dispositions and behavior regarding their children's

schooling.° The economic theory of investment in human, capital supports the

additional .proposition that differences in children's academic abilities may

also influence the value paOnts assignto their children's schooling, the

1
Kohn, Claus. acid Conformity, p. 18*.

7



preierenceS they hold for, curricular variety and instructional methods, and
the control they exercisSe through school selection and contacts with-teachers.

According to Schultz, the theory of investment in human capital

. . rests-on the propOsition-thaethere are certain expenditures
(Sacrifices) that are made deliberately to create productive stocks
. . . that provide services oveefuture periods. These Services con-
sist of produCer services revealed' in future earnings and of consumer
services that accrue to_the individual ,as satisfactions over his,'

el

Investment: in human capital, as in physical capital, is likely to be greater

'when the expected returns Om investments are higher.

In the context of schooling, human capital Eheory supports the "propo-

sition that parents will make greater investments of their own time and money
to provide academic services to their children who exhibit greater acadetic

7
capahilitieg than to their children who-are less able.' Parents are morek 4,
likely to assign a higher value to present and future schooling and to commit,

their time and money to support additional learning for a child who demonitrates

a capacity to readily itprove his or her intellectual abilities, eXpectifig

that the costs which the parents or child may incur will result-in higher

returns- in the fort..of learning success and monetary benefits for the child

and psychic benefits with possible monetary returns for the household. 3
Fur-

thermore, human cap.tal theory suggests that the ability of children may af-
t

fect their parents' dispositions toward characteristics of present schooling.'

Parents of more able-children are likely to prefer more varied schooling

experien8s and more individualized treatment than are parentsof less able

children. Parents are prestimed to be aware.that the more able child has

greater opPortunities for applying preVioUs learning to -wider varieties of

rev0earning.
4

This proposition incorporates .the further assumption that the

1

Theodore,W. Schultz, "Fertility and Economic Values," in Economics
of the Family: Parents) Children, and Human Capital, ed. Theodore W. Schultz
(ChiCago: University of Chicago Press, 1974)) p. 6.

2
Similarly,parents would be expected to support athletic programs, -

out -of- school sports, and sport lessons for the child who is athletically
talented.

3
Parents in poorer households may expect their children to contfibute

to ,the household work. and real income as they grow older; see Schultz, "Fer-
tility and Economic Values,'-'- pp. 6-7.

4
See J. Alan Thomas, Resource Allocation in- ClassroomS (Chicago: Educa-

tional Finance and Productivity Center, Department of Education, University
.of Chicago, 1977), p. 61.

4
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more, able child may deveiopi his or her intellectual capacity'beyond the basic

learning skills in. he most efficient manner if-materials and methods are pre---

scribed-Which relate to the child's particular areas of interest and-aptitude.

1Finallysincethe child's' current ability level-may be a function of Rrevious-
, . i

investments by parents in the form of time and materials provided at home,
, -.

Pi-rents, May be expected to press, for a. level of classroom resources for the-

child whiCh il consistent with their own previous investments; if higher pre-
,

' .L.-

vious investments are embodied in the present capabilities of the-more able "'

child, that child's parents may express a 'strong prekexence for concentrations
.. \

of teacher attentions and material resources in the child's classroom. And

.th
i-

i
,T\parents may pursue.e interests- -actively .seleCting, Monitoring, and

influencing the schooling of their mostjapable Children.

. A HypothetiCal-Model Oi-Parental-Contrbi

-The conceptual framework k-which I-haVe-developed froM-social.psycho

logiCaL and economic theory supports a hypothetical Model of parental control

in public education composed of three interrelated sets of ladtors: back-

ground characteristics-of parents and children '(household socioeconomic status.

and child's academic ability); parental dispositions toward their childrem'S

schooling (value assigneCto future schooling and preferences for current

features/ ); and parental control behaviors (the exercise of choice of school
$

and eXertidn of influence on the clagsroom). Figure 1 pictures the model in
, 0 , .,,,

diagrammatic form.

tSocioeconomic Status
of the Household

Ability of tlie,

4!:

,
'Ydrent Exertion of Influence,
on the Classtoot

Parent Exercise of Choice

of School

11

Parents' Valuation' Assigned
to Child's Future Schooling

Parents' Immediate Preferences
for Schooling

t

Figure, 1. Hypothetical model of parental control. inpUblic education.

'.See Arlen-telbowitz, Investment's in

:Political' Economy 82 (MnrchiAp 04):411-S131.'
ildren," j I31 !
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A Methodblogy-forthe Study
of Parental;Cohtral:

The nature -of the problem which addreSsedifi my research question-.

-and- the conceptual framework I employed,to-derivetestable.hypotheses.set

the conditions for theeiapiriCal phase of this study. My interest in the 6

exercise of parefitalielin public edUcation -required. that data be coley

lected in public school districts. Predictors Of variation impareiital die-
.,

positions-and-behavior-based-on socioeconomic :Status and the academic, abilities

of children determind&that I hive access-to-information about parents and

'Children and -that my ,sample'should' include parents of varying socioeconomic

baCkgroUn d and children of-varying abilities. Furthermore, since parents

maY have their- greatest '§eparable-44act on- their children'S schooling in

the earlier' years, whereas children. -tend 'to make decisions about their school

Programs with increasing frequency as they grow older, I chose families for

my studyrWl;ichhad'children_in-elementary schbols. In this section I,discuss

all Ofthese factors and their .ramifications 8y-describing the samplidvpro-

. Cedures', data collection, and methods of analysis involved in. the empirical

portion of this study.

I§

The SaMple

Data'which met the-conditions preperibed by, the basic questions a

'conceptual framework of this study were collected frot a saMple of househol

and classrooms included in the second phase (,1979) of the project, ' -' 'Resource

All cation in Classrooms. and Homes," conducted at the Educational,Fihance and

Pro tivi y Center at the University of Chicago. 1 ,

A total of 153 households

was generated- fiom -a satipleOf public ,suburban and urban elementary schools

in districtstratified according to -median family income and average-per-
.

puOil expeqditure.

,My sample included fifth-grade children because the research project

through whiCh I gathered my data had,chosen, this grade level for it§ investi:-

ghtions. The fifth-grade level-Of schooling matched my sample eeds by meet-,

ing two conditions required by my conceptualization of the st dy of parental

/

The supporting grant for this.project A4as from the National Institute
of Education, U.S. Department of Heal.61!,_ Education, and Welfare (NIE-P-79-0080.
J. Alan Thomas and Susan S: Stodols y,were Co-Principal Investigat4s.
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controls. First, I expected to find greater latitude for parental decision

making and 'involvement at this intermediate level. of schoolingthan in secon-
e

%

darrschoolswhere institutional procpddres, such as comprehensive traking

into'pre-collegiate or:vocational programs, and the degree of Students' self-

determination coneerning,programs,and future orientations maybegin to remove
-

_parents from frequent opportunities for,infidencing their cl s 'Schooling.

anticipated'that children in intermediate grades May x 'bit broader

ranges y=in their levels of abil4.ty than, children in the primary grades; such

differences allow for potentia4y greater differentiation of curricula and

instruction and within schools, differentiation to'which parents may

be" sensitive.

Data Collection'

Most of the data for,-this study were gathered by means of home inter-

views with parents. In 82 percent ofZhe households, the mother served as

the Sole ie"gpondentl in k3 percept both-the-mother and-father psetie'pced;

and in 5 percent the father was interviewed alone. In households-where both
p M

parents were present for the interview 'the mother's responses were used in

the analysis if the'parents_disagree0 on any item. This procedUre allows for

the-greatest poSsible,6imais.tency,in the soutIof data.

Trained interviewers followed a structured questionnair.to.obtAn

demographic, attitudinal, and behavioral informati& about parents. 'Stan-
-

.dardized tests'of rAding comprehension were administered to-the fifth-grade

children in the study to gather informatianson their academic abilities.At.tr
_ Identification and Specification

I 1

of the Variables

The conceptual model which this study.is designed to test-is based

onseven variables. These variables divide into the following. groupings:

background characteristics,ofparents and children, parents' valuation and-
.,

i.preferences related lo their children's schooling, and parents' behaviors

in selecting and influencinvtheir children's schooling.

Background Characteristics

Socioeconomic Status of the Household

In this study I used data onithe mother's and father's-highest revels a

.

.
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0

of schooling_(or
.

the schooling of surrogate parents)-as a proxy measure of.'

socioeconomic status. ,I excluqed income and occupational prestige because,

consistent with most studies employing socioeconomic measures, education was- '4'

strongly cotrelated with these status variables.. Furthermore, Ofthethree

.commonly used dimensions of socioeconomic status, parents' education is the

most proilmate c_haracteristic do which ,to test this study'S hypotheses re-

lating parents' Sispositiolls and behaviors to the provision Of iheir child-
0

iew's schooling. I included the educatioh of both parents in constructing

the 'variable since I assume that mothersVd fathers shaie the decision-.

Making and investments-df:timo and-money which.are,involved in their children's

Interviewer asked respondents t,d;.i.ist the highest leve.L of schooling

completed by each-parent in the household. Forahalysis of thesrolationthip
.

of this measure to other variables, householdsvere grouped into threecate-

gories, "tow( "middle," and "high" levels of pirent education. Parents in

low edo4tion households. have twelve years of schooling or less. In Middle

eamc&ionhouseholds, -one or both parents have some post-secondary schooling;

but neither has a four-year college-degree: In high, education households,

one or -both parents have at least a four-year college degree-
s a

Ability of the Child \ .

Because reading ability is essential to the development of learningin.virtuilly all areas of content in the school program, I selected the

children's scores-on the reading comprehens'ion subsection of the Science

Research Associates battery of achievement tests as a_proxy for. general ability.

The fifth-grade childrencin my 3...mple were grbuped for analysis:according to

the grade equivalency of their taw scores onthe test. Children categorized

.r
' .

' as "poor" readers had:sceres with grade equivalencies less than fourth grade V
, Class than' 4.0). Those whom I- labelled. as- "grade-level" readers had grade -

equivalent scores ranging from the fourth grade through the first level of
. = .

Pelle sevelltli
.
grade (4.0 through 7.0), "Very good" readers had scores abdve

the base level for seventh grade (7.1 or higher).

. -

eal/1
In my s ample, mothe'r's mid-father's educational attainment have zero

order correlations with father's occupational prestige of .60 and :78,
respectively. .

1 3.

.

.
.

. ..
,..

t

. .
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Parente Vaiilairahi-and-PreferenCes_.
Related to- Schooling,

*This ,set,Of variables is selected -and constructed to measure parents'

dispositions with respect to their children'spresent and future schooling.

Rarents',Valuation of Schodling

1\argue that 4 good predictor of the general value rents assign to

schooling \in -the child's life is the schooling level parents `expect their
N

child to a tain. Higher levels of expected attainment may indicate that

parents Fill have positive dispositions toward present and

in SChooling.

Dung the home interview parents in my sample were asked to speOly,

future investments

from a flit ofthoicev the level of schooling they expected their fifth-grade

child to- complete. The list ,included high school,, two yeari of college or

trade school, four years of college, and graduate level Studies. For analysig,

I dichotomized the sample between those 'households in which the child was

expected to complete two years of college or less and those in which the child:

Was ixpected to attend at feaSt four years of college.

'Paiente-Preferehees for certain FeaturAs
in-their -Childiehrs_Currept Schooling

_TO:Particularize parents.' ,di,sp9s_kt.igns_tjaWar.d, specific features of

their children's fifth-grade schooling, I selected two areas in curriculum

and.' instruction which are'centrei in schoolPrograms. These are the varieties

of non-standard subjets parents deemed appropriate for inclusion in their

schooling and the modes of instructional grouping they thought best.

for the child.

13
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Preferences for Cuiricular_Veriety. Fifth-grade classrooms differ very little

in their basic curricular programs for children. Most offer studies in ele-

ments of language, arithmetic, social studies, Science, and physical eduCation.

While the-specific content, instructional approach, and teaching effectiveness

may vary from one ClastrOaffi to another-, the-majority-of_fifth7gtade children__

are engaged for some regular part of each, day in-these studies.. Since schools

may differ more in their inclusion of vocal music, instrumental music, art,

and foreign_ languages, I chose to assess variations among parents in their

-preferences regarding these leas_ traditiOnal subjects in the child's program.

Parents were asked -to select a point of view which would best reflect

their judgmenCdoncerning the appropriateness of each subject in their fitthr.

grade child's curricultnri. The selections available to parents were-
,.

e0iValent to "strongly lavoring," "mildly favoring," "mildly opposing,"

"Strongly opposing," or "standing neutral on" the inclusion of each of the

subjects, vocal and instrumental music, art, and foreign-languages. For the

analySis, households were grouped into two categories labelled "less variety"

preferred and "more variety" preferred. The categorization was based. on two

-criteria. HoUseholds classified as preferring more curricular variety did

not oppose the inclusion of any of the four subjects, and strongly favored

at leaat two of the four. Households preferring less curricular variety

opposed the'inclusion-of one or more subjects and were strongly in favor of

no'more than one subject,

Preferences for Instructional Grouping. With a second preference measure I

attempted to .gauge parents' perceptions1of the most advantageous instructional

arrangements for their fifth -grade child. I hypothesized that parents may

differ in the extent to which they identify some form of individualized treat-

ment of the child as a desired mode of instruction. Interviewers presented

parents with descriptions of four modes,of instructional organization: two

were focussed directly on the individual child (one allowing for teacher-._
tl

prescribed individualiz-atiOn, the second allowing for student participation

in setting the goalsand.means of learning); the third allowed for the divi-
,

sion ofthe whole class into subsets of children, for instructional, purposes;

and. -the fourth treated the entire classroom of children as a unit for, instruc_

tion. Parents were asked to select'any single mode or combination of modes
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which they thought would best serve their child. Two different classifica-

tions were made of parents' responses, one with three levels and d second

With two levels. The three -level categorization differentiates among house-

holds preferring (1) only individualized arrangements, (2) only whole group

instruction, and (3) small group arrangements with or without some combination

of the other modes. The dichotomized classification divides the sample_
according to 61)i-efefeh-deS for "smallexgroupl.'-and-",largergrOUp!'

instruction: .Thelormer category includes the households-which prefer only

individualizes modes or combinations of modes exclusive of whole group instruc-

tion. The category labelled "larger group" includes all other households

which - listed whole group instruction as the single Preference or in combina-

tion with, other arrangements.

Parents' Behavior in- -Selecting -- and -- Influencing

Their' Children's Schooling

The behavior variables which this study examines are the locational

'Choices of households and the responses of parents to opportunities for con-

taCting their child's teachers. Both activities are intended to differentiate

among households in the extent to which parents invest in their children's

schooling and exercise control over it.

The Role of SCHOols in the Residential
Location of Families

a

Parents were asked if any characteristics of the it present school or

district influenced their decisions to move to the current residential loca-
,

tion or remain there. Immediate responses were recorded. Neeative responses
3.

and generalized positive responses were then probed with the suggestion that

some families move or stay because of the general reputation of the schools

or for specific attributes about which they have knowledge. In this probe

interviewers were instructed to list the general reputation of the elementary

school, its class sizes, curricular program, and the reputation of the receiv-

ing high school as examples. Responses tO such probes were also recorded.

Finally, interviewers asked the parents who listed the general reputation or

specific attributes of the school or district as inducing their moving or-
:-

staying to cite their sources of information. In All cases _parents were able

to designate particular persons from whom they gained their knowledge of the

schools.

15
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Forthe analysis of this variable, households were categorized in two

ways. The 'first claisification scheme allows for three groupings, including

those-househOds which did not move or stay because of schools, those which

were influenced by the general reputation of their present schools, and Chose

in whieh parents listed one or more Specific attributes. The second classi-

fication scheme dichotomizes the sample between the first category above, that

is', thosellousehol":Which-did not take schools-into_accountand_the_second-

arid third Categories, in which some aspect of the schools was included in

locational deciSion making; Combined.

Parents' Contacts with:Teachers,

To measure the frequency and _content of parents' contacts with schobl

personnel, interviewers -charted the timing of any contacts, in person, by

phone, or by writ',6n correspondence, between either parent and the child's

teachers. For eadhcontact, parents_were_asked to_describe the person_ho

initiated the contact, the purposes and topic of discussion, and the outcome.

Only information on contacts which occurred from the beginning of the

1979-80 school year though the month of January 1980-6 used-111-tWiffoliMg
. -

of this variable. 'Two categories, "low" and "high" activity, were 'created

on the basis oFtwo Criteria: the number of contacts and the degree of parent

initiation either in arranging contacts or in seeking-or transmitting infor-

mation relevant to the child's academic program and performance. Initiation

of the latter sort is meant to account for those parents who,broughL their

own "agendas" to conversations with teachers, regardless of who had originally

planned for the contacts. Parents who were high initiators of this type

reported that they engaged in contacts with specific queries,nOt just to

participate in an "open house" audience; such parents tended to ask for details

about their children's academic performance, to ask how they might help the

child with schoolwork at home, and to request specific information about the

content, objectives, and expectations associated with one or anotWer curricu-

lar subject.

Households were placed in the "low" activity, category if they reported

three or fewer. contacts with no self-initiation in either arranging the con-

----,taTtior- in structuring th7e-dkahange of information during the contacts.

Parents in the "high" activity category reported three or more contacts with

\evidence of one or both forms of self-;.nitiation.

0
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-.01r the bests of the specification-of variables-described in this

section, the hypothetical model presented-in figure 1 on page 0 can be

cast in its empirical form as pictured in figure 2 below.

Parents' Education

Child's Reading.Ability
(Comprehension)

=1111111ml

-Frequency and Structuring of
Parents' Contacts with Teachers

t -

Parents' Consideration of Schools
in Making Residential Choices -

Parents' Expectations for 'Highest
Level Of ChiieSputure .Schooling,

(1) Parenta'.-Prefere#Ces- 'for

' Xurriduiar Variety

(2),_karents!PrefefetiOds fcg.

Instructional Grouping--

Figure 2. Empimail mode,' of parental control in public schooling.

"

Methods of $1tatistical Analysis

I treated all the measures in 'thii study as ordered variables and

categorized them 'as described in the preceding section.. At a first level of
-1 I

analysis I cross-classified the variablei:in pairs and used the chi-square
,

.test of association to determine-Whethex ?It- not the frequencies observed in
4

the data were significantly different from those expected under the assumption

that the variables are statistically indeOender. Only those pairs-of vari-

.ables for which chi, squares were large enbugh to meet a significancE level

of .05 were retained for further analysks.

Whenever two variables were significantly dependent on each other and

-one or both were also dependent on a third variable, a second level of analy-

sis was, undertaken. Under these circumstances 1-employed a-second-chi-square-

test .in which the relationship between the original variables as controlled
4 -

on the third variable under the assumption of conditioUT e'iWndence. Again,
.!-

I interpreted chi squares which mkt the .05 level of significancdas evidence

that the original two variables were statistically dependent.

I adopted the .05 leVel of probability as a criterion of s gnificance

since the sample in this study is relatively small (approximately 150 cases),

10 6

1.7
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and since small samples must exhibit very strong relationships to indicate

significant dependence between variables'at any commonly accepted, level of

probability. Further, in the three-variable contingency analysis observa-

tions were corrected for continuity whenever the expected frequency in Any

cell was less than ten.
2

Results of the Analysts
9

In this section I report the outcomes of the cross-classification (chi-

square) analyses. The distributional frequencies for households in the cpte-

gories within each variable are reported in table 2 on the following page.

I dividdd the analySis of data iuto two parts. In the first i xamined the

factors which were related to parental exercise of choice, or th degree to

which parents took account of schools when they located their family residence.

In the second part I report the results of the analysis of parents' contacts

with teachers.

The Role of Schools in the Residential
Location of Families

. . _

Among the several factors which I predicted would relateito differencei'
CT

in locational decision making r-dative to schools, the educational background

of parents carried the strongest single association (see table ). The higher

tABLE1%

POEMS' EDUCATION .AND THE ROL OF SCHOOLS IX LOCATION

SCHOOL/LOCATION
PARENTS' EDUCATION No--- Yes Total

Low. -% N. (24) (16)

% 60.0 40.12 27C/
Middle No. .11 '(25) (25) (50)

*94- 50.0 33.s

High No. -(13) (45) (58)

% 77.6 39. 2.

No. (86) (148)
% 41.4 58I 100.0

15.778 chi squares. df=2 probaWillty=.0004

1
See Herbert H. Blalock, :Jr.,. Social_Stastics, 2nd ed. (New York:

McGraw-Hill, 197?), pp. 291-92.

pp. 285-86.

18
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TABLE. 2

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF-HOUSEHOLDS BY CATEGORIES
IN EACH VARIABLEa

BACKGROUND; VAAIABLES-

Parents'

low 40' cases 27% of --the,sample
,Middle 50 34

58

Child's Reading .Abilityc
,

-poor 30-cases 20% of the sample
grade-level 69 46

very' goOd 51 "z;

TA** AL 'pit 00t I T IONS TOWARD SCHOOLING

Expected_ Future-Schooling

less ,thin .BA. . 69 cases- 45% of the s_ ample

.or, 'mote_

.'Prefeiences-far,durticular-:-Variery

legs variety ,preferred -81 cases 53% of the sample
mare variety preferred 72 47

Preferences for Instructional Grouping

(by two- categories)
_Smaller grouping preferred 8.9 cases 58% of the sample

larger grouping :preferred 64 42

(by. three, categories).

individualized, ModeS preferred 60 cases. 39% of the sample

Small ,group -modes preferred 58 38

whole class made preferred A 23
r

PARENTAL 'CONTROL BEHAVIOR..

Role- of Schaal' in.. Residential Location

no ,account of-schools 66 cases 43% of the sample

location, fdr reputation '57 37

leCition Inr_speCific features 20

Frequency and- initiation ,Of Parents' Contacts with Teachers

icw, teacher- initiated., 72 cases 47% of the sample

more, parehtinitiared 81 53

,

a-
-Tor ,the description. of ea

Aach variable.and categorization scheme, see pages 1146:

bin, 5: hpagehOldg, the edUcaticinal attainment of the father was not obtained.
.

,c'3 Childten Were unavailable to take the standardized reading comprehension

/.9
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0

the 'level of schooling completed. by ,parents, the greater, their tendency

to make iOcational decisions. based, in part,- on--their ,consideration- -of the

schools their children would attend. Furthermore, this relationship between

parents'_edudatiOn-and:lodational behavior appears to-be bridged by the

eectations.parents held f# their children's future schooling. More

highly educated .parentstended to expect their Children-to complete more

adVanded -levels of future schooling, thanjess_well-educated-parents
,2

(x prObability=.0001)., wand expedtecliuture schooling was positively related

to parents' locationalbehavior`(x2 Proliabflity=:0231). When the-original

association between parents'- education and' ocationai behavior was. Controlled

on'expectatiOni for future schooling. it maintained is verall strength and

significance at a .01 level of,probability (peeable 3). Thus, the parents

TABLE 3,

PARENTS' .EDUCATION_AND-THEROLE OF SCHOOLS IN LOCATION
'CONTROLLING-Ok-EXPECTED.SCHOOLING 04'140

X ECTED SCHOOLING
Less than B.A. More than B.A.

PARENTS'

EDUCATION.
SCHOOL/LOCATION

No Yes Total No Yes_ Total

Low No.

X

(.17).

65.4
(9)
34.6

(26)
38.2

(7 -)

50.0
(7)
50.0

(14)

17.5

'Riddle No'. (1.3) (15) (28)' (12) Cl (22)
X 46:4 53,6 41.2 54.5 45.5 27.5

High No.- (4), (10) , -(14) ..(9) (35) . .(44)

a
28.6 . 71.4 20.6 20.5.; 79,5 55;0

'foial 'No. (34) (34) (6[9 .2.) (80)

50.0 100.0 35.0 65.0 100.07

5.176 chi squares
df=2
piob.=.0752-

3 -

9.171 "chi squares

dfst2
Frola.w.0102

'OVERALL-114IMUM-LIKELIHOOD-CHt-SQUAREST-1448- DF=4 PROBABILITY C:OI

who made aceiVe selections of their children's schooling were.more highly

edudated and expected-their children to-complete higher levels of adVanced

idhOOling, 4
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The ability -level of the child was positively associated with, the

extent toowhich parents took schools into account in locating their resi-

dence but to a significantly lesser degree than parents'_ education 4x2 pro-

bability=.1410). The analyses suggest that parents of more capable child-,s.

ren located for schools more often than parents of lest' able children. In

this relationship parental, preferences for instructional grouping appear

to play_a_linking-function---Chi-W-s-ability had-thiiTstrongest and rIst

sigriificant (though curvilinear) relationship with instructional preferences;

parents preferred more individualized institiction for their leait and most

capable children, but preferted larget group instruction for "average"

.C.hildren csee table 4). And instructional preferences, in turn, were

TABLE 4

CHILD S READING ABILITY AND,PREFERENCES-tOR
INSTRUCTIONAL GROUPING

CHILD'S:

READING 'ABILITY

Poo

Grid
Level

Very
GOod

Total

PREFERRED GROUPING
Smaller Larger Total

7.--

No. (30)(17) (13)

-%-

,
- 6-7-- -43-3 - .20.0

74i

No. (30). (39) (69)

% 43.5 56.5 46.0

No. (40) (10 (51)

_%- 78...4. 21.6 34.0

No. (87) (63). (156)

58.0 42.0 100.0.

\N

i 14.735 chi squares' df=2 probability=.0006

.
.

. . .

.strong relrted to iocational behavior when either Lwo categories of pre-
2 "-

-f.b7tence,we cross-classified with three-categories of location __probe-

-bil4ty..-049j) tfiree_categories-fpre erence were tabulated with two

'categories of locit'on (x.
2

probability=.0223)(; These results suggest that

/parents of More able c 'ldten loCate Most frequently for schools and prefer

_Mote ndividualized modes f instruction for these children.

/ le i'lnoteworthy that p ntal preferences for curricular variety, which

were;m4st dependent on-patents cational background and somewhat affected#
.. .
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by expected future schooling and child's ability,-Were unrelated to

,parents' locationai.behavior (x
2
,probability=.9847).

In the end, the tendency for parents to take Schools-into=account'in_

locating the family residence appears to depend primarily on the educational

baciSgrc12c12125!!.._aacLtbia_aaso_Olat-iou
y parents' expects-

tions' for their- children's future cdhooling; the higher. the educational

attainment of parents, the Mord adVanced'schooling theyexpect their child-

ren to attain, and the more they exercise choice over schooling _by_lacating

the family residence with schools in mind. 'Second, there is evidence in

the -data, from this sample of households that parents withelore capable

'children locate betaUse Of schools' and also want the classroom, instruction-
.

..
for these children.to-beindividualized and to allow_ fOr student decision

making:, Figure .3 diagrams the total set of

these .analyses:.
1

Parents'
Education

Ne

L
C'hild's-Readin
Ability'

associations which emdrged from.

Expected-

Future Schooling=

Preferences for
Curricular Variety

Preferences for
Instructional Grouping

Figure 3. Associations among background charcteristics of parents'and
children, expectations for ind-lentlit's future schooling, preferences

for curricula and instructional groping, and the role of schools
in the. esidential location of families,.

Consideration o
Schools in
Residential
thoice..

. Parents' 8xertion of Influence through
Contacti with Te_achers___.

The second-behavioral variable of interest in My atudy_isthe extent

to mhich-parents maintain frequent contact with their children's teachers,

contact which'is parent. - initiated and structured. As with_locational deci-

siommaking, I .hypothesized that-higher levels of- contact would 'be associated

with higher parental education, higher academic ability amone children, and

parental dispositions favoring advanced future schooling; greater curricular

1See the Appendix for an explanation of the notatlionalacheme Of arrovii

in .figures 3 and, 4..

22
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'Variety, and-more individualized and student-pasticipatory modes ofcinstruc-

tion: The findings related to this parental control variable paraller,
z.

in

many respects, the restiltS of the analysis ofyarenta-1--setection of school

th ou h niceo-ffanri.-rf-relThence. Preferences for curricular variety were

not associated- with' parental influence activity; and the strongest single

predictor of frequent and parent - initiated - contacts with teachers was par -

ents' attainment (see table 5). with locational behavior,

TABLE 5'

PARENTS' EDUCATION AND LEVELS OF INFLUENCE ACTIVITY

MEM S! EDUCATION

IkftUENCE,AbT-IVITY

Lower Higher r

Low 4o, -(27) (13) (40)
o.

? ,% 67.5
,

32..5- 27.0

Middle No. (23)
.

(27) (50)

X 46.0 54.0 33.8

High Ng. (20) (t38): (58)

X 34.5 65.5 39,2

Total No (70) (78) (148)

X 47.3 52.7 100.0

10.404 chi squares dfa2 probability=.0055.
.

parents' education appears to be linked With tendencies to contacts teachers

through the expectations parents'hold for their children's future schooling

'(expectations and contacts assdciated'at x2 probability=.0143). However

when the association betweer_mtents' educetibh and teacher contacts was

..-----eontrdhle--Oiiiehooling expectations, its level of strength-and slgnificance

declined -(-overall`x2 probability-A0), suggeSting that schooling expects-

tions are related to parental contacts with teachers in a manner which is

somewhat independent of their relationship with parents' education.

A second dif'!erence in_results between -the two behayiordl Variables

has to do with the- conjoint associations among child's ability, instructional

preferences, and levels of ,parental contact with teachers. Child's ability

was not as strongly, related, to teacher contacts as to locational behavior
2

(x probabilities, .4422 and .1410, respectiVely). Yet parental 2refekences

__Sorinstructiohal-grouping associated with contactsat a strong and

significant level (see table 6). An analysis of the relationship betweeh
_



TABLE-6

PARENTS' PREFERENCES, FOR INSTRUCTIONAL GROUPING
AND LEVELS 0? INFLUENCE" ACTIVITY

4.

PREFERRED
GROtiPINds

Smaller

Large::

Total

INFLUENCE`. CTIVITY

Nigher TotaI

No. -(53) (08)

57.5

No. -(37)
.

(28) (65)
56.9: 41.1 42.5

(72) (81) (1.53)-

47.1 ' 52.9 lop,o

4.414 chisquarea df=1 ''probabilitym.0356

ak

instructional preferences.and teacher contacts, controlling on the abilities

of children, shows that parentsof poorer readers tended to Interact with

teachers regardless of their 4.nstructional preferences, parents of "grade-

level" readers were_slightly more active when they preferred more individualized

instruction and less- active when they preferred larger group instruction,

and parents of Very good readers had significantly'higb levels of self;.

initiated contactswith teacher5rtWhen they preferred more individualized

rather than larser group instruction (see table 7). The composite results
.

suggest that under ce ndit ions-parents-I-pre f ere n ces- for ins true tional

,gropping hamea strong effect on the influence parents exert on claisroom

---tiahoFrS through contacts. When parents haVe very-capable children_and]

-Want- classkoom.resoUktes to be channelled to thesg children on an individual
.

basis, they tend to be highly invelVed-with their childien'S teachers. in

addition, the analysis, of the 26 cases which-meet theie tWo conditions re-
.

_._yea16:thai in- 22-ofthe-hOUSCholde, one or both parents have a tea-year

college degree. ThiS Configuration of factOks supports the conceptual

hypotheses'underlying thisstudy,,hamely, that Parental dispositions-toward

their children's schooling (in this case, instructional preferences) -may

serve -tr, link-bdih background -aaracteristics--the -educational level of
4

,parents- and. -the abilliies,of children - -to, the degree of involvement -which

---parents-:maintain in-the alastrOoM life of their children-.

k,



TABLE 7.,

t.

PARENTS' PIE FOR. INSTRUCTIONAL GROPPINIS; AND LEVELS OF INFLUENCE ACTIVITY .

'CONTROLLING OW CHILD'S READING ABiLITY- (11156)

Poor

CHILD'S READiNGArt
Grade Le'vel_ Nei), Good

PREFERRED
GROUPING

INFLUENCE ACTIVITY
Luker. liher Total

INFLUENCE ACTIVITY
Lgwer Higher Totll

INFLUENCE ACTIVITY
Laver "Higher Total

Smaller No. (6) (11) (17) (14) (16) (30) (14) (26) (40)

35.3 64.7 56:7 46.7 53.3- 43.5 35.0 65.0 78:4

Larger No. (6) 7) C13) . (22) . (17). (39) (8)". (3) (11)

46.2 53.8 43.3' 5;5.4 41.6 56:5 72.7 _27.3 21.6

Total. No. (36 (36) .(33) (69) (22)

f

'( 19) (51)

40.0 60.0 100.0 52..2 47.8 100.0 , 43.1 56.9 100.0

7-

:491chi squares'
dfrl
prob.=.4833 °

.702 chi squares

df=1
prob.=.4021

5.004 -chi_sqUarei

prOb.=.0253

HOOD CHI SQUARES: 6.06

25

.DF213 PROBABILITY> AO

C

4,
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1 Ingurnmaryl-4it,appears that the influence activity of parefits depends

on a variety ofs'factors.. W4iliOarentseauationar background holds the

rktrongest bivariates*elationship with levels of contact, the -.child's ability;

expeCced_future-schooling, and parental preferences for instructional group-
T

ing all play-krole. Figure 4 displais-the results- in graphic form.
- -

Expected
Future chooliigt

.

. l

Preferences fo:"..,r
\ 11,CurricUlar 'Variety 1

/ --7- 1Oleg
y-.

Recd i. ng A

4;.....L...1'

., 1

\.Aiife
Preferences for
Instructional! Grouping

-,:......_

Frequeocyla7'
Initiatiop of
Parente-Contact&
eiith Teacheie

Figure 4. Associations among, the background characterigtics of.parehts and
chirdren,expeZtatiangefor the child's future schodling,parental
preferences .for cprrigula and i tructional grobping,and the

influence actiVitp.of:,p4rents,..

NCbdclus$.ons anCaMplitations

.

In a recent analysis

sr

communication between citi ;ens and .professional
' 4

administrators in school districts, Tucker,and Zeigler draw a conclusion_
,

which conforms with the of Most political studiespf the govgrnance

of public schools: "The supetintendent and other prafessional adminiitrators

.

consistently dominate, tire /ay s'ghool

the latter abstain-from participation

board and putiliC . . . lergely-beciuse

The only couneer-evidence'for
gil

such a concluSion comas from the analysis of episbdic surges of citizen
.

control in thefOrm_hf
.

eIecloral defeat of incumbent school board members .
.

and'the involueeary turn -over of superintendents which often accorgpan,
. - a

rapid
v..

changei.in qie,d4mographic-composition of school diStricts.
2,

On

balance, ,the most Widely-Keid-claim. fs that citizen participation ii---

generally meager and legg consequential. than administrative inhhence in

determining School' palidieS and practices. The significance of hhrs con-
,

CillSiOn 4c hi&ly dependent on the definitidn of citizen participation

1 q
Harvey J. Tucker and L. Harmon "Zeigler-; Professi als versus thenPublic:

Attitudes Communication and kes onse in School-Di -ricts.(New York: .Longman,

1980, pp, 229 -30.

2
,

.Seei for example, laurenCelaenaccone and Frank W. Lutz, Politics,
Fi)"wer. and, Policy: The.COvereing of -Local School istricts (Columbus, Ohio -

Merrill, 1970)." 2
6-

-
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employed in the ,typical study_ of educational politics. 114searchers working

iii:this.tradition tend-to measure participation in terms of-the frequency

of-ccitssunication betimen- lay persons., sohoblboard member, ,andcentral
an iifectiiof colftict in

,orifice adMiniUrators as well as vOt'er,iutn-out dilfiat elections and
.

referenda _My reiearch-suigeststhat a differentlActure emerftes when the.

conceptualization -of participatiOn is modified to include the control. beha-

viors, of parents as. they are expressed locational decisio making to

ssele0t,tchools and interactions between parents and teachers. In my sample
4

;

57 percent of the-hoUsehold&reported that they took either the reputation

or specific 'features of school& into account in deciding.4hetber to move
.

to or 'remain in- residefitial location. And53 percent.maintained relatively

frequent and self-initiated contact with their children's teachers. Admit-

tedlythese findinga-may:be upwardly:biased due to the relativelyiarge.

' itiumber& of. More educated parents who,agreed to participate in the study,

and my- research question did.not take into account theeffect of parental

Choice:end-influence on curricular, instructional, or achievement outcomes.

'Nevertheless, levels of parental participation appear to be significantly

higher than:one might .expect from previous reseal-al When involvement'ig,

'defined .65 include the "micro-level" activities of individual, households
. 4

This research also lends support to tk-Tiebout hypothesis that house-,

holds will locate in municipal jurisdictions where they obtain the optimal

package of public goods and services which matches their preferences, within

tine constraint of their income.
1

Less direct-attempts to measure the role

of schools in residential decision making by analyzing tax capitalization-

have been hindered by econometIc problems and have reported conflicting,

conclusions as to whether a "public market "rexists. However, given that
1

'over half of the households in my sample included schools in their calculus

. Of services to be obtained by locating In ,one or another residential loCa-

Itlon, this` study, offeri some Erect, if only uggestive, data which ,may

,validate the Tieboft,hypothesis. '

A third set of findings relate to the important question of the possible

'":"

effects of alternative forms Of school finance and governance in pre-collegiate
;,

a
Charles M. Tiebout, "A Pure,Theory of Local E'xpenditures," Journal.

of .Political Economy 64 (October 1956):416-24%.
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schooling. If the rationalefor a more competitive, aystem of schoking,

less monopolized by public- prjriders and more amenable. to parental choice,

includes an-expectation that financially and politically disadvantaged

parents. will resemble Other parents in their involvement in decision making

concerning their children's schooling, this study questions the reasonable-

nesa of the-More extreme claims.

First, the hodseholdi in-my sample varied considerably in their ore-

ferences TOr curricular and instructional characteristic- of schooling for

their children, and -these dispositions were,strongly. related tothe socio-

economic status of parents, Preferences for curricular variety were associated

with,the,edUcitienal backgrOund.of parents; the higher the parents' own-eduda-

ilonalattainthent, thegreater their interest in opportunities for their, child-
./

'ren to study music, art, and foreign.languages. Iflat turned out that in A

competitive market in schooling, children of more highly educated parents

were'mainly grouped in schools offering wider curricular variety, the result-
,

ihg patterns of social segregation might not differ greatly from those which

presently exist in public aneprivate schools114Perhaps more important

is the finding that no more than a few. parents cited the curricular programs

Of the elementaryichool as a reason for selecting it for their children,

and overall, the curricular preferences of parents showed absolutely? no

relationship to- the exercise of choice in the analysis of these Variables:

Thus, policy makers might be advised to modify their listings Of the factors
2

which parents are likely to apply to their decision choices.

A second significant result in this study concerns the relationship

of parents' instructional preferences and their control behavior related

to their children's schooling. Households responded with widely varying

interests in individualized instruction and instruction which permits
.

children tc make learning dectsions in the classroom. The abilities of

children, along with their parents' educational background, tended to deter-

mine instructional preferences, and those parents who desired more indivi-
.

dualized and participatory instruction were more likely to choose their

children's schools than were those who preferred more traditional, whole7

1
Christopher Jencks et. al. make a similar prediction in, Inequality.:

- A Reassessment-of the Effect of Family and School in America (New York:
Basic.Books, 1972; New York: Harper and Row,. Harper Colophon Books, 1973),
p. 53..
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0.ass instruction; such parents were also likely to make frequent, self-
,

inaiated contacts with teachers. These findings may'help explicate, to

Some degree, the less empirical observations ofthese-who relate school

And claisroom "dlimate'io the socioeconomic status of the community in

which the school is located. For example, Bowles and Gintis extrapolated

;.on Kahn's findings of relationships between social class and the orienta-

tion of parents toward conformity to authority versus'self-directiontto

suggest that the nature of the work place of parents is-congruent. ith the

nature of the schools their children attend. 1 If parents have little -job

security and are treated in an arbitrary manner when. they are working, the

schools their Children attend will be chaotic and repressive. The children

of,pakenti 0)6 have stable but rule - structured and subordinate positions

of work wirl.find-themselves in schools which allow for little independent

decision making. And if Parents are in work situations' where they exercise

independent judgment much of the time, their children will have a larger

role in making decisions about what and how they will study and will-have

More behavioral latitude in the classroom. The overriding implication of-
.

the Bowles and Gintis argument is that children are prepared to assume jobs

with the same kinds of conformity/self-directign conditions under which

their parents work. They do not discuss, however, the mechanisms which may

-

connect school environments to the norms of their parents' work places.

My findings suggest that parents who value eeater latitude for student

decision making in the classroom are the parents who tend to take schools

into account in their location decisions and who initiate more frequent

contacts-with their children'S teachers. Thus, middle-class schools may,

in Bowles' and Gintis' terms, "employ relatively open systems that favor

greater student participation, less direct supervision, find/ more student

elettives .

12
because parents choose schools which exhibit these charact-

eristics and communicate their preferences to school,personnel once their

children are enrolled. The logical corollary to this proposition, however,

is more problematic,_ given my findings. If*inner-city and woring-class

schools tend to be more authoritarian and rule - oriented, there is little

1Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis, Schooling in Capitalist America:,
Educational Reform and the Contradictions of Economic Life (New York: Basic
Books; 1976); Kohn, Class and Conformity,

2
Bowles and Giritis, Schooling in Capitalist "me,..ica, p. 132.
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eVidence in my study that, parents (who may be expected to prefer such con-

dition) actively select and moi.itor those schools. This quandry introduces
, .

Other Possibilities not addressed,in this study. FirSt,-schools may develop

-instruCtional pattern-which 'are Shape&by the orientations of students as

muchAS by the direct intervention of parents. A second PosSibility is. that.

teachers may be sorted by the hiring priCtiCes in school districts

Or may'aotTgihemselves by applying to certain kinds of districts and not

others In such a way that their own social. class background matches the

socioecon mic status of the community in which they teach. While these

Opisibil4ies are speculative it is probable that the edueationalenviron-

ment OT th school- is influenCed by- students', parents, and teachers alike..

;
What, is particularly interesting is the prospect that in some -schools the

value ientations of all three parties may be highly congruent and self-

reinforcing.

In the end, this study of parental control supports the objections

.which others have raised about the possible effects of quasi-markets in

4chooling. Tlere is little evidence

decrease the scial segregation prese t in today's public and private schools.

iCally bold and equitable oucher plans were to change the

to suggest that schools of choice would

Unless econo

valueorient

-those parent

ties- to infl

tions and behavior of some

who are most likely to take a

6c theie children's schooling

rents, my findings suggest that

vantage' of increased opportuni-

re parents who, themselves,

.. My findings may sustain

ectualtlevelopment of some

agencies, particularly the,

have attained more advanced levels of educatio

the old argum nt that the best potential intel

children may equi\re the'intervention of soci

schools, in 1 co- arentis, when parents do not or cannot actively exercise

their' options to cO 'trol their children's schooling or would do so in such

il
1a way as to 1 mit tie development of their chkldren's capacities. . An

alternative a'proact may involve a broader definition of parents' roles

in their children's chpoling. For example, parents,mightbe brought into

instructional echni ues-applicable at home and might be involved in coor-.

their children's schools and classrooms to assist teachers and observe

1
For a

, r

inter sting presentation ot economic arguMents for legal
sanctions req iring parents to invest optimally in their children-orto
allow the stat to intervene, see Richard A. ,Foiner, Economic Anal.sis
of Law; 2fid ed. (BostOn: Little, Browi 1977), pp. 103-104.
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dinated'atudies, at the school site:where they could gain' practical skills

is Well as continue their own academic learning along side their children.

The balance in this .eguation betweeparqntal and professional influ-

ence`bn,children's schooling and development will depend an the relative,

imiibrtanee'which-educators place'on the controlling interests of parents

an8-the professional capacities_ofteadhera adtinistratOrs to-diagnose

Children's needs and potentials and to support the best development of each

child. This perplexity will always be a factor in the schooling of child

ren. And better educators may be distinguishable from poorer ones because

they acknowledge the dilemmas inherent in the parent-educator partnership

and because they choose to play an active role in sponsoring the interests

,of,tile child.
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Appendix

Legend tO Graphic Notations in Figures 3 and 4

signifies that the variables were associated ata .05 leVel of
statistical probability or better in their bivariate relationship
and that this-association maintained an overall significance at a
.05 level or better when it was controlled on one or more other-

- variables

signifies that 'die variable's were associated at a.1:15 level of
tatiStical probability or better in their bivariate relationship
but the significance level-of that association rose above the .05
level. when_it was controlled on one or more other variables.

signifies' that the variables were strongly associated but not,at
a .05- level of statistical probability in their bivariate relation-
ship and that one variable reduced the statistical significance
of a relationship between the second Variable and .a third Variable
when it-was used as a conditional control in the three-way cross-7
tabulation of all three_variabfes.


